m this simplest choice of "configurations". Therefore we are going to investigate in this paper the representation equivalent to EX EX lix B (which corresponds, roughly speaking, to the two-baryon-pair states).
Perhaps it would be appropriate to state again the philosophy underlying our analysis (see I, II) . First of all, we assume that the global approximation does make sense and the MSI's give rise to relatively small and smooth changes in the physical situation. The very strong interactions (which do not split N-A 
It appears 4 times, and is equivalent to 'TC, K, K, n' m II.
(III) 27-dimensional representation (g(27) . Its members can conveniently be expressed as At", where I, Sand Q are the isospin, the strarigeness and the electric charge in units of protonic charge. There are
Under the permutation n~A of basic fields (called the G-transformation in II), these particles transform as follows:
There appear two 10-dimensional representations, g(10) and g(1O). However, each particle in g(10» is the antiparticle of that belonging to g(10), respectively. 
Q=O
It should be noticed thafparticles, as well as their antiparticles, are contained in the same irreducible groups, except for ~ (10) and g(10). Therefore if the particles corresponding to 9 (10) are supposed to exist, g(10) should be taken into account simul taneousl y. § 3. Discussions
In the preceding section we have found 4 different classes of possible boson states. We must now discuss which of these groups of bosons should be identified as the mesons existing in nature and what follows from a special choice. At least we must pick up a group which contains bosons with (1=1, 3=0) and (1=1/2, s= ± 1). There are three possibilities g(8), g (27) and g(10) (plus its anti, g(10».
The possibility of picking up g(8) has already been discussed fully (see I and II), and no further comments will be given here. g(27) contains too many members and will not be welcome by anybody.* The most interesting possibility is provided by g(10) and its anti g(10 
IS
interesting to see the spin· parity of Dubna particles experimentally, of course, that such particles do exist. We can predict that the Dubna particles must be or vector. Since rather comprehensive discussions on our composite theory have already been in I II, we do not it necessary to add here any further comments on our subject.
